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Abstract:
In this study we tested the comparative weight/feed cost ratio of pigs on good
perennial pasture with and without an added protein supplement in their ad lib feed. Our
intent was to begin to fill the knowledge gap regarding effective sustainable protein
additive levels in modern pastured pork to insure the most economically and
environmentally sustainable feed composition. The study was conducted for four weeks
and consisted of three groups of 9 pigs each eating either (1) full hog finisher, (2) cracked
wheat with mineral and lysine, or (3) cracked wheat and mineral only. Paddocks were
chosen that gave the pigs unlimited and equal forage access, with many varieties of forage
rivaling canola meal in crude protein (~33%). Pigs were weighed before and after the
study period and their gains analysed alongside the amount of feed each group consumed
over the four weeks. Cost of one lb. of weight gained for each group was then analysed. The
group of pigs fed cracked wheat with a mineral and lysine supplement was found to have
the most economical cost/lb of weight gained at 64 cents/lb. as compared to the full feed
and cracked wheat with mineral groups at 76 and 73 cents/lb, respectively. Therefore,
giving pigs managed on a diverse pasture a small grain with lysine (a cheap supplement)
without expensive and environmentally taxing protein meal (such as soy or canola)
promises to be the most economically effective method. More exact and varied testing must
be conducted however, and this study shows the potential merit in such testing.

Introduction
In the first half of the twentieth century it was known that pigs on good pasture
would make healthy gains on small grains and mineral alone, without the use of a protein
supplement1. Gains were somewhat slower but feed conversion was typically good. Little
research has been done on this topic since, and several things have changed: 1) today’s
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